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CSA 2010...What You Need To Know
FMCSA will implement Comprehensive Safety Analysis 2010 (CSA 2010), which is designated to
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of MFCSA’s enforcement and compliance program.
How will this change affect
drivers?
► Unsafe carrier and driver
behaviors that lead to
crashes will be indentified
and addressed
► All safety-based roadside
inspection violations will
count, not just Out-ofService (OOS) violations
► Drivers will be more accountable for safe on-road
performance

A Message From Our
Leadership Team

What can drivers do to
prepare for the change?
► Know and follow safety
rules and regulations
► Become knowledgeable
about the new
► Behavior Analysis and
Safety Improvement
► Categories (BASICs) and
how FMCSA will asses
safety under CSA 2010
► Keep copies of inspection
reports
► Learn about employers’
safety records

Star Leasing Company is excited to
offer our monthly newsletter as a
feature of our new website. Our
goal is to provide current, relevant
information that is important to the
transportation community. We will
include CSA 2010 updates, specification and maintenance information, regulatory news, safety and
wellness tips along with new technology reports. Please e-mail us at
marketing.dept@StarLeasing.com
with suggestions for future issues.

How can this change affect
your PM program?
► Annual inspections &
regular PM services will
need to be performed on
time
► Good historical documentation — including driver
reported complaints are
imperative

Safety & Wellness
Who’s Responsible for Safety
around Here? By Mike Hensley
Each and every one of us has a
responsibility to actively care for
our own safety, as well as the
safety of those around us. This
is consistent with our belief that
safety is a “core value.” At Star
Leasing we believe everyone
has the responsibility to promote
safety by working safe and making sure anyone in the immediate area is also working safe.

What’s New In Technology
UPS working on next generation of handheld devices
According to Fleet Owner magazine, UPS is beginning the process of replacing the ubiquitous
handheld devices with technology that offers more capability built into a smaller and lighter weight
package. The new device offers: A color display and microprocessor; A color, auto-focus, flash
camera; Faster wireless (Wi-Fi) support (600 mbps); A 2D imager; and On-the-fly switching between cellular carriers.

